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Intersection of Dislocations

Intersection of Two Edge Disl. with Perpendicular Burgers Vectors

Edge Disl. XY : No change

Edge Disl. AB : Formation of jog (PP') 

Small edge disl. , Burges vector : b2,

Direction and magnitude : b1
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Intersection of Dislocations

Intersection of Two Edge Disl. with Parallel Burgers Vector

Edge Disl. XY : Formation of kink 

(QQ') - length b2

Edge Disl. AB : Formation of kink 

(PP') - length b1
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Intersection of Dislocations

Intersection of Edge Disl. with Perpendicular Screw Disl.

Edge Disl. AB : Formation of 

jog(PP')

Screw Disl. XY: Formation of 

kink(QQ') or jog(QQ')

If QQ' have same slip plane with 

screw, QQ' is kink.

If QQ' have different slip plane 

with screw, QQ' is jog.
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Intersection of Dislocations

Intersection of Two Perpendicular Screw Disl.

Screw Disl. AB : Formation of jog or kink

Screw Disl. XY : Formation of jog or kink

-Elementary Jog (or Unit Jog): Length of jog is equal to one Burgers vector.

-Superjog : Length of jog is multiples of Burgers vector.
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Movement of Dislocation 
containing Jogs and Kinks

1. Edge Disl. with Jog

Jog PP' : small edge disl.

Jog in edge disl. does not affect the 

glide of edge disl.
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Movement of Dislocation 
containing Jogs and Kinks

2. Edge Disl. with Kink

Kink PP' : small screw disl.

Kink in edge disl. does not resist the glide 

of edge disl., in fact, the kink assists the 

glide of edge disl.
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Movement of Dislocation 
containing Jogs and Kinks

3. Screw Disl. with Kink

PP' : small edge disl.

Slip plane of kink PP'(P'PRR') is 

same with slip plane.

Kink does not affect the glide of 

screw disl.

4. Screw Disl. with Jog

Slip plane of jog PP'(P'PRR') is 

different from slip plane of screw 

disl.(Q'P'R'B').

As screw disl. glide, jog can

move only by climb(PP' QQ').
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Movement of Screw Disl. with Jogs

Jog resists the movement of screw disl. and the climb process requires 

thermal activation thus the movement of the screw disl. will be 

temperature dependent.

Screw disl. glide 

 Screw disl. bows out between 

the jogs to a radius of curvature 

R= α G b /τ

 Induce glide force on the jogs 

due to the difference in line 

tension

 Two relatively close-spaced 

jogs glide together and resulting 

in annihilation or formation of a 

superjog

 The remaining jogs will be of 

approximately uniform spacing, x
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Motion of Screw Disl. with Superjogs

Dislocation dipole
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Origin of Dislocations

In fleshly grown crystal

1. Dislocations and defects in seed crystal

2. Nucleation of dislocation during crystal growth

- Heterogeneous nucleation of dislocation due to 

internal stress generated by impurity particles.

If local internal stress > critical stress,  “Nucleation 

of dislocation”

- Impingement of different parts of growing interfaces.

“Misfit dislocation” 

- Formation of dislocation loop by the coalescence of 

vacancies.
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Multiplication of Dislocations 
(Frank-Read Source)
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How much strain is caused by dislocation motion?
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How much strain is caused by dislocation motion?
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How much strain is caused by dislocation motion?

This is the Taylor-Orowan relation, which relates dislocation

motion to strain rate.
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How much strain is caused by dislocation motion?

Sample History

Dislocation 

Density

ρ (𝒎−𝟐)

Length of 

Dislocation Line 

per Sample (km)

Mean Distance D 

between 

Dislocations (μm)

As grown 1010 100 10

As grown and annealed 108 1 100

Strained 1013~1015 105~108 0.1

Typical Dislocation Densities Encountered in a Parallepiped Sample (𝟑 ∗ 𝟑 ∗ 𝟖 𝐦𝐦)𝐚

a Dimensions are 𝟑 ∗ 𝟑 ∗ 𝟖 𝐦𝐦𝟑 (which is adequate for a compression test), depending on prior

thermomechanical history. In fact, such dislocation densities, which may appear surprisingly large

when scaled with sample dimensions, make sense when considering that dislocations are defects

at the atomic scale (i.e., the number of atoms located in the immediate vicinity of a dislocation line

is many orders of magnitude less than the total number of atoms in the sample).


